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About GO!

GO! is the Flemish public institution for community education and one of the three educational 
networks in Flanders. GO! has 1,000 pre-primary, primary, secondary and adult education instituti-
ons and more than 38,000 staff. About 330,000 students have full-time education at GO!, which 
is about 15 to 20% of the Flemish school population.

About SecWise

SecWise is a team of cloud security experts, dedicated to help our customers with cyber secu-
rity and compliance in their digital transformation to a cloud and mobile work environment. Due 
to the increasing use of cloud infrastructure and mobile applications, the perimeter to protect is 
getting bigger. Our mission is to ensure that security does not stand in the way of increasing pro-
ductivity and the accompanying digital transformation, on the contrary, that it can facilitate this 
transition in a secure way.

GO! gains the equivalent of 
half an FTE with new Microsoft 
security application

Eighteen months ago, GO! – the Department of Education for the Flemish Com-
munity – became the victim of several digital hacking attempts, with software for 
virtual desktops targeted in particular. For ICT manager Jan Buytaert, this wasn’t 
just the final straw to accelerate the migration to Microsoft Azure and Microsoft 
Office 365, it was also an added incentive to get a stronger grip on cyber secu-
rity. Cyber security specialist Secwise advised GO! to add the Microsoft 365 De-
fender security suite to its migration plans.



What are the key take-aways?

 • GO! boosts cyber security with Microsoft 365 Defender
 • Automatic phishing control on laptops saves the equivalent of half an FTE
 • Azure Sentinel monitors cyber security, partially automated

Remarkable numbers

 • 400: mailboxes scanned for malware and spam in the central departments
 • 2: GO! is aiming to work fully in the cloud within two years
 • 3: applications from the security suite already activated by GO!

‘Tight security is an absolute must,’ says ICT Manager Jan Buytaert. ‘We had 
a number of cyber incidents at the start of the year which had an impact on our 
operations and convinced our directors to identify and then secure our vulnera-
bilities. We appointed Secwise to carry out a security audit for us in the context 
of our existing framework contract.’



“

Microsoft 365 Defender

Secwise translated the 20-step audit into a roadmap with a whole series of re-
commendations. ‘In the past, it was sufficient to just have a firewall and anti-
virus software, but you simply can’t rely solely on those products anymore,’ 
says Koen Jacobs from Secwise. ‘GO! wanted to scale back its own data centre 
in favour of the cloud – and switch over to Microsoft technology in particular – 
so we recommended extending their licence to A5, which also includes the Mi-
crosoft 365 Defender security suite.’

GO! can now use this suite to secure its laptops, protect its email application 
from spam, and keep its new cloud environment free of malware. ‘People often 
think that the cloud is already secure, but you’re still always responsible for what 
happens on their – albeit secure – platform. It’s up to you to ensure that the ap-
plications which run on it are secure,’ says Buytaert.

The Department of Education for the Flemish Community made a conscious de-
cision in favour of Microsoft. ‘As an IT department, we’re already a good custo-
mer – we use their software for our development processes. We also work with 
Microsoft Office 365 and Microsoft Azure already, and now we can plug Micro-
soft 365 Defender 100% into existing applications such as Teams and Outlook, 
too. So we can warn others about potentially harmful emails or spam with just a 
single click. It’s mainly from a user perspective that we decided to switch over to 
Microsoft,’ explains Buytaert.

Before April, it could take us almost a full day 
to analyse phishing attempts. Now Defender 
ATP stops them automatically, which saves us 
the equivalent of half an FTE.

– Jan Buytaert, ICT Manager van GO!



“

Virus scanner on 400 laptops 
combats phishing, among other things

The first step in the new security strategy was to add Microsoft Defender Ad-
vanced Threat Protection (ATP) to the Windows 10 devices at GO! This project 
started just before the coronavirus lockdown and will be completed by the end 
of 2020. GO! already scans its 400 employees’ mailboxes in the central depart-
ments for spam and malware, as Buytaert is well aware: ‘Before April, it could 
take almost a full day to determine if certain emails were phishing attempts or 
not. But now Defender ATP stops them automatically, which saves the team the 
equivalent of half an FTE.’ 

You can create grand strategies to shape your 
security, but Secwise takes decisive action 
very quickly, which makes them more cost-effi-
cient than others.



Smarter with Azure Sentinel

In order to increase the visibility in their network and gain a better insight into 
cyber security, Secwise also activated Azure Sentinel – security incident & event 
management software that the security team uses to inspect and tackle every 
cyber incident. Jacobs: ‘We want to be able to monitor the servers better and 
send all “security logs” from each application to Azure Sentinel, automatically 
filtering them and taking action if required. Sentinel automatically quarantines 
harmful files. There’s also a machine learning component, which helps us identify 
false positives.’

‘We’re a small team but need to deliver the same services as a large IT depart-
ment,’ adds Buytaert. ‘You can automate lots of tasks with smart software 
such as Sentinel, so we don’t need to provide specialist technical training for 
our people.’



GO! wants to manage devices 
remotely in future

Together with identity and device management, there are other security pro-
jects also underway already. The ICT manager wants to start by managing the 
GO! devices more efficiently. ‘Our current device management software doesn’t 
work remotely, and the coronavirus epidemic has highlighted this as a problem. 
We can tackle it better with Microsoft Endpoint Manager, but we’re also thinking 
about purchasing security managed services so that we have an expert to help 
keep an eye on our security.’

The ICT manager is once again looking to Secwise. ‘They’re definitely not the 
first security partner we’ve had here, but my colleagues are very happy with 
their transparency, pragmatism and specific information. You can write entire 
books and make theoretical models about security, but Secwise takes decisive 
action very quickly. They keep a good overview of the situation and translate it 
immediately into products and tools, which makes them more cost-efficient than 
others. We work together very well, from devising strategies to specific imple-
mentation.’  


